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From boom to bust, and back again: the Tortiya diamond
fields of Côte d’Ivoire, 1947–2018
Steven Van Bockstael

Department of International Relations and International Organisation, University of Groningen, Groningen,
The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Implementation of the African Mining Vision in Côte d’Ivoire is weak,
and AMV domestication is unlikely to happen soon. Focusing on the
artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) sector, a key section of the
AMV, we look at the tumultuous recent history of the diamond
mining town Tortiya. The subject of a halting and uneven
formalisation process, the case is emblematic for the lack of
interest shown in ASM at a policy level. This is due to high costs,
and low political and economic returns of formalisation. It
underscores a broader lack of strategic vision for the mining sector.

RÉSUMÉ
La mise en œuvre de la Vision minière pour l’Afrique (VMA) en Côte
d’Ivoire est faible, et il est peu probable que l’internalisation de la
VMA se produise bientôt. En nous concentrant sur le secteur de
l’exploitation minière artisanale et à petite échelle (EMAPE), une
section importante de la VMA, nous examinons la tumultueuse
histoire récente de la ville diamantifère de Tortiya. Marqué par un
processus de formalisation hésitant et inégal, ce cas est
emblématique du manque d’intérêt manifesté envers l’EMAPE au
niveau des politiques. La raison se trouve dans les coûts élevés et
les faibles retombées économiques et politiques de la
formalisation. Cela témoigne d’un manque de vision stratégique
plus large pour le secteur minier.
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Introduction

The African Mining Vision (AMV) in Côte d’Ivoire

Signed in February 2009, the AMV is a strategy that aims to increase the economic returns
of mining to African countries. Perhaps unsurprisingly for a document with a leisurely
defined 2050 horizon, AMV implementation or domestication is moving at a glacial
pace (Africa Centre for Energy Policy 2017). Only in late 2017 was the development
announced of a measurement and evaluation framework to track AMV domestication
(Economic Commission for Africa 2017).
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The situation in Côte d’Ivoire is in this sense emblematic. A report on the implemen-
tation of the AMV in Côte d’Ivoire found that familiarity among key stakeholders was
weak, with many lacking any prior knowledge of it (Kétouré and Gille 2015). In 2015–
2016, I spent many days wandering the hallways of the Ministry of Industry and Mines,
interviewing and chatting with various civil servants. In their offices I often found
copies of the AMV document, distributed as booklets at an international workshop, yet
most were rather dismissive and uninterested when I asked about them, as if the booklets
held no immediate relevance to their jobs, mere commemorative trinkets taken home from
a conference.

Although the mining industry in Côte d’Ivoire has historically been small, the Ouattara
administration (2011–ongoing) has identified the potentially great economic returns a
developed mining sector could deliver. In 2014, the Ivoirian Mining Code was updated
to wide acclaim from the international mining industry. However, the Code did not
mention the by then 5-year-old AMV. While officials pride themselves on the Mining
Code’s investor-friendly nature, the country lacks a policy document that outlines the stra-
tegic vision for the mining sector, and its role in the country’s economic development
strategy. When asked about this, mining ministry officials lackadaisically stated that this
vision existed “in the mind of the Minister” and claimed that the Mining Code was
what truly mattered. A well-informed observer confirmed that AMV implementation is
not on the agenda of Ivoirian policymakers, adding that broader mining policy was
“impossible to discuss”.1 With regard to the AMV recommendations on the artisanal
and small-scale mining (ASM) sector, the animus for reform is possibly even lower.
Given the highly contentious nature of ASM in post-conflict Côte d’Ivoire (Van Bockstael
2019), this comes as no surprise.

This article focuses on the ASM sector, representing one of the nine clusters of the
AMV action plan. It concentrates on the diamond mining town of Tortiya in northern
Côte d’Ivoire to illustrate how ASM remains particularly low on the Ivoirian government’s
list of priorities, despite a strong pro-ASM focus in the AMV. By doing so, the paper con-
tributes to our understanding of a key centre of the Ivorian diamond sector, on which no
scholarly attention has yet been focused. Qualitative, ethnographic field research in
Tortiya was conducted for five weeks during March–April 2016, as part of extensive
PhD research in Côte d’Ivoire during 2015 and 2016. Unless specifically referenced,
data and quotes are sourced from interviews and conversations in Tortiya during this
period.

Tortiya – SAREMCI: 1947–1975

Diamonds in Tortiya were discovered by French geologists in 1947, working for Société
Anonyme de Recherches et d’Exploitations Minière en Côte d’Ivoire (SAREMCI), a firm
created by a group of Parisian diamond dealers and jewellers. Arriving in the colony at
the end of 1945, SAREMCI prospectors ran into various problems procuring labour
and provisions and received little support from colonial administrators and the business
community, many of whom considered the idea of diamond prospection in Côte d’Ivoire
somewhat hare-brained. Yet, following pre-war exploration by another company, geol-
ogists successfully identified economically viable deposits in a short time, finding numer-
ous diamonds in the Bou river in 1946, the origins of which were traced back in 1947 to the
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confluence of the Bou and Pékoua rivers. As the prospectors did not at that time know
what the local Sénoufo communities called the river near where they had identified the
deposits, they came up with their own name for the site. This was borrowed from a
book that geologist Malaurent was reading when surveying the prospect, an alluvial flat:
John Steinbeck’s Tortilla Flat. On the recommendation of senior geologist Bardet, Tortilla
was “Africanised” to become Tortiya (Bardet 1974; Strack 1975; Marelle 1991; Malaurent
1991; Casanova 1968).

Tortiya is situated in the zone dominated by Sénoufo ethnic groups. Although the
nearby village of Natiemboro claimed authority over the land on which the town and
mine would be constructed, this land was not being used by them. SAREMCI was given
usufruct rights to the area by the Natiemboro chef de terre, who conducted annual
ritual sacrifices to allow for this, at which times SAREMCI offered gifts (PRADD II 2014).

Using at first rudimentary means, a monthly production of 5,000 carats was achieved in
1949. Afterwards, gradualmechanisation occurred, ramping production up to over 150,000
carats per year from 1959. In December 1970, a new minerals treatment plant was inaugu-
rated, after which production rose to over 200,000 carats per year. SAREMCI never counted
more than 1,000 employees, and while many Ivoirians worked at the mine and benefited
from professional education and training, senior management of the mine was exclusively
French. Connections with the outside world were assured by a regular shuttle, and a radio
connection to Bouaké, where SAREMCI had an office which was responsible for adminis-
tration, provisions, and communications (Strack 1975, 2009).

Tortiya is a textbook example of a company town, constructed and operated by a single
firm, which provides both housing and services to its employees. A purpose-built town,
usually in a remote or isolated location, it lies in close proximity to the natural resource
base that constitutes the company town’s raison d’être, and is usually not recognised as
a municipality (Borges and Torres 2012). The company town is a distinctly industrial
cousin of earlier mining camps, having its origins in the late-nineteenth century United
States, where it was first applied to mining camps and smelters in Appalachia and the
Monongahela Valley (Garner 1992, 3).

Company towns can be distinguished in open or closed models, the latter being off-
limits for anyone not employed by the company or in possession of special authorisations.
This was the case in Tortiya, similar to the South African and Namibian (diamond
mining) company towns of Kleinzee and Oranjemund, both managed by De Beers (Car-
stens 2001; Huizing and Kampf 2008). During the SAREMCI period, the entire concession
was a special zone to which only authorised persons had access. This was codified through
the 1964 Mining Code’s special consideration of diamonds through Article 35 which auth-
orised the creation of a protective perimeter for diamond mining entities, following a
1958–1962 diamond rush in Séguéla which led to the prohibition of artisanal mining.
One of my interviewees had kept the original cartes de résidence given to him and his
family when his father joined SAREMCI in 1967, receiving a residency permit numbering
in the low 2000s, illustrating the restrictive nature of the town.

1980s: new attempts at industrial mining

Diminishing returns amidst increasing fuel prices led to a steadily increasing cost of
exploitation, resulting in mine closure on 31 December 1975. The old age of the exclusively
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French SAREMCI leadership and the pressure of new Ivoirianisation legislation acceler-
ated the demise. Although originally estimated to have a life expectancy of ten years,
thanks to continued prospection the mine operated for more than 30 years, by the end
of which it had extracted around 4.5 million carats of diamonds (Rocci 2012).

Post SAREMCI, some attempts were made to restart industrial diamond mining. In
March 1979, with world diamond prices significantly higher, the Franco-Ivoirian
company TORTIYA SA took over the installations (Greenhalgh 1985). However, the
enterprise quickly ran out of reserves, prompting local speculation of diamond laundering,
and folded after little over a year. Former SAREMCI staff were hired to run this company,
although not always in positions for which they had the relevant experience. The result
was a badly managed enterprise, negatively impacting productivity and efficiency. A
former SAREMCI chemist described how the new company’s procedures in the
diamond washing plant were so inefficient, and management unwilling to discuss this,
he took to washing diamond-bearing gravel manually to make his point: resulting in a sig-
nificantly higher rate of return for this “primitive” labour-intensive method versus a badly
calibrated washing plant. After TORTIYA SA left Tortiya in 1980, the baton was passed to
Compagnie des Mines et des Matériaux (COMIMAT), an exploration firm which soon
announced the discovery of a new deposit in Tortiya (Morgan 1981). This attempt
would quickly flounder as well and marked the definite end of industrial diamond
mining in Tortiya. In 1987, Spanish investors sought to restart diamond production,
but this never resulted in any serious mining activities. According to a key informant,
this too was “probably a laundering operation”. By the end of the next decade, in 1998,
an American mining firm started minor exploratory activities, but they too abandoned
their efforts the following year (Golden Star Resources 1999).

While several workers and families had left, many former SAREMCI workers had
stayed in Tortiya (PRADD II 2015). Their houses, for which a nominal rent was deducted
from their wages, now belonged to the Ivoirian state, together with the rest of the mine’s
patrimony. Given the significant value of these modern houses, especially in the mid-
1970s, many workers would have had to abandon a significant form of capital (that
could not be easily transferred), and start over elsewhere. In this regard, long after the
demise of SAREMCI, its former workers and their descendants remain “fixed” in place,
determined by a defunct capitalist project (Besky 2017). In 1985, a visiting journalist
wrote how these former employees, “naive and confident in a future resumption of activi-
ties, are still waiting” (Sylla 1985, page number unavailable). While the surviving
SAREMCI workers have all reached the third age and many of them have benefited
from the artisanal mining boom, they remain convinced that plenty of diamonds
remain in Tortiya, waiting to be mined. However, due to the depletion of easily accessible
deposits, substantial investments are required for semi-industrial or industrial mining
activities.

The legacy of the SAREMCI period is omnipresent in Tortiya, with the entire town
resembling a slowly decaying industrial archaeology site. In terms of land tenure, the
demise of SAREMCI triggered a process that has resulted in land disputes among two
Sénoufo groups that claim firstcomer status (Lentz 2006) and therefore customary prop-
erty rights over the zone. The two competing groups claim that they were the ones who
showed the way to the French prospectors, and that with the withdrawal of the
company, land rights reverted back to them as the rightful owners. Reflecting the
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stalemate, in consultation and decision-making meetings both communities are now rep-
resented, together with representatives from other, non-autochthonous groups living in
the town. The legacy of the SAREMCI era has also promoted the former SAREMCI
staff to the level of local elites. During the early SAREMCI period, prior to the construction
of modern housing, Tortiya was divided into two quartiers or residential areas. These
roughly corresponded to the cultural background of the inhabitants. The chefs of these
quartiers (who informally governed these zones), were at the same time foremen in the
company (Sous-Prefecture de Tortiya 2016). After the demise of SAREMCI, this
influence persisted. Surviving SAREMCI workers remain highly respected figures of auth-
ority whose advice is frequently sought after, and they have united themselves in theUnion
des Anciens Travailleurs de Tortiya (UATT). The UATT’s president is also the ranking
member of the town council, with it being very obvious that he received this (s)elected pos-
ition based on his stature as eminent former SAREMCI employee, and that he derives his
authority from the latter, rather than the former position. An important community
organisation, the UATT currently advocates for the sustainable use (and renovation) of
the SAREMCI infrastructural legacy, for example the now defunct airfield.

The second mining boom: the artisanal mining rush

An immediate consequence of the demise of SAREMCI, was the “normalisation” (Marais
et al. 2018) of Tortiya, which became a sous-préfecture in September 1975.2 With strict
access controls abolished, would-be diamond miners started to flock to the town from
all over the country as well as neighbouring countries. From a population of approxi-
mately 6,000 in 1975 (Direction et Controle des Grands Travaux 1992), the town grew
to approximately 20,000 in 1988, peaking at 23,000 in the 1998 census (Zanou and Yeo
2001). These are however, official census data and do not account for the total population,
given the illegal nature of artisanal diamond mining until 1984,3 and the continued
informality afterwards. A journalist who reported a minimum of 20,000 people in 1985,
increased his estimate to 30,000 illegals in 1987 (Sylla 1985, 1987).

As difficult as it was and is to estimate the numbers of arriving miners, so it is to his-
torically situate the start of the rush. One key informant argued that in the immediate
period after the end of SAREMCI, people figured there would be a reprisal of industrial
activities, and the government would monitor activities in the meantime, so the main
thrust of the diamond rush did not occur until after the failure of subsequent attempts
to restart industrial production. While there was possibly some informal artisanal
mining during the SAREMCI period, its senior geologist minimised any possible losses
incurred (Malaurent 1991). After the demise of SAREMCI, artisanal miners played a
cat-and-mouse game with gendarmerie forces sent to curb illegal mining. They were
mining especially in the morning and at night, with a constant eye out for any approaching
gendarmes. This period is bound to have been lucrative for both miners and the security
forces: only those who could not afford to pay off the gendarmes were sent to jail. Later,
miners rewashed SAREMCI tailings deposits in the immediate vicinity of the sous-prefec-
ture building, with the complicity of the authorities. Indeed, this was to a large extent
security theatre. While there was heavy-handed state repression of artisanal diamond
mining in the Séguéla diamond fields in the 1960s,4 this evolved into bargaining
between local communities and state actors (security forces, mining and territorial
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administrations). By the time artisanal miners started to explore the Tortiya deposits in the
mid-1970s, state repression had clearly lost its sharp edge.

Formalising artisanal mining: 1985–2002

After the legalisation of ASM in 1984,5 many former SAREMCI staff applied for permits to
mine a parcelle or small concession, employing labourers to work for them. For these par-
celle owners, this was truly the golden age of diamond mining, as they received the lion’s
share (50% to even 70%) of the diamond proceeds, with the remainder divided among the
labourers. Diamonds were usually sold locally: in its heyday, between 15 and 20 diamond
buying houses were active in Tortiya.

Some of these parcelles were rumoured to be registered under the names of ministers
and high-ranking government officials: a key informant claimed to have been forced to
cede a parcelle he co-owned, to a woman associated with the Ivoirian First Lady.
Diamond miners working on a parcelle were required to possess a valid carte d’exploitant
minier.6 However, many parcelle owners sold informal access rights to clandestine miners
or clando’s. Likewise, one buyer explained how he sponsored a group of miners, for whom
he “had paid all their cartes” even though they were not working on an authorised parcelle.
While illegal (a carte was only valid if it mentioned the registration number of an author-
ised parcelle), being in possession of an individual carte did provide a degree of protection
against claims of illegal mining, opening a crucial space for negotiation with government
officials. Clando’s were often summoned to appear before the local mining directorate or
the gendarmerie and asked to share part of their production with these officials. During
school holidays, children would work in the mines, either digging and washing gravel,
or carrying bags of gravel for clando’s. Older students could provide overwatch duties
of workers. This was a way for them to earn some pocket change and lighten the load
of student fees. According to one interviewee, the gendarmerie was particularly lenient
during the summer holidays, when schoolchildren and students could spend up to one
month in the mines “fending for themselves a bit”. A 1993 report on child labour esti-
mated that 350 children were working in the Tortiya mines, although a follow-up visit
in June 1994 revealed “only five or six” children out of approximately 500 workers
observed, making it likely that the initial visit occurred during a school holiday (US
Department of Labor 1994, 49). Nevertheless, Tortiya’s school attendance rates were
well below the country average, at around 40 per cent versus an estimated 78.6 per cent
(Direction et Controle des Grands Travaux 1992). The Peul community in particular
was noted for its lack of enthusiasm for the official school curriculum.7

A visiting US journalist described the scene in 1988, “15,000 miners subsist in an
encampment built from sticks and plastic trash bags. An equal number crowd into dirt-
floor bedrooms in town” (Masland 1988). At least one of the town’s several mosques
was constructed following a gift from a grateful Malian diamond miner, “who found
his big diamond and moved on”. A puff piece on travel in Côte d’Ivoire described – some-
what tone deaf – how “in a world of tightly regulated bureaucracies, it is refreshing to see a
government that has adopted a laissez faire attitude towards the people who toil under a
hot sun hoping to find ‘the big one’” (Burch 1999, 39). The “mushrooming slum” of
Tortiya also represented an interesting market for small businesses, with marketwomen
from Katiola who started to attend the Tortiya market, followed by several shopkeepers
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and barkeepers who set up secondary establishments there (Bourgeois, Dubresson, and
Lootvoet 1985; Dubresson 1989).

Photos taken during this time show a vast, cratered landscape, with a maze of tunnels
and caves hewn out of the rocky soil. Such photos were often taken by tourists, of which
Tortiya attracted quite a number. A former French SAREMCI worker who had married an
Ivoirian wife and settled permanently in Tortiya, had started a small hotel, offering full
board and various touristic activities, as well as the opportunity to buy small quantities
of diamonds at the source. Initially catering to a clientele of diamond buyers, hotel
clients later consisted of specialised tour operators for adventurous trips in West Africa,
and a domestic public of mainly European expatriates working in Côte d’Ivoire, looking
to spend the weekend away.8 Illustrating both the remoteness of the town and its repu-
tation for lawlessness (the expression “Far West” was often used in conversations), with
mining intersecting with this niche tourism destination, La Paillotte’s owner referred to
an incident during these boom years when, following deadly clashes between diamond
miners over alleged thievery, visiting tourists were forced to take the corpses in their
cars with them, escorted by the gendarmerie.

However, from the mid to late 1990s, production and profitability was declining, and
the European diamond buyers gradually left town, complaining that good quality gems
were becoming ever more rare (La Vie Internationaleb 1994; Boher 1999).

Diamond mining under the Forces Nouvelles, and the UN diamond
embargo: 2002–2011

After a failed coup attempt in September 2002, Côte d’Ivoire was partitioned in a rebel
held north, and a government-controlled south, a situation which lasted until 2011
(McGovern 2011). The Ivoirian crisis occurred at a time when the Kimberley Process Cer-
tification Scheme (KPCS) to combat conflict diamonds was being finalised (Bieri 2010).
Unable to comply with these new requirements, with both the Tortiya and Séguéla
diamond fields controlled by the rebel Forces Nouvelles (FN), the Ivoirian government
banned all diamond transactions (République de Côte d’Ivoire 2002). The Kimberley
Process (KP) adopted a special resolution in 2005, stressing the importance of “ensuring
that illegal Côte d’Ivoire diamonds cannot be introduced into the legitimate trade” (Kim-
berley Process 2005). The KP’s efforts were explicitly endorsed by the UN Security
Council, which banned the importation of Ivoirian rough diamonds, following NGO
and diamond industry pressure to do so (United Nations 2005; Global Witness 2005).
The importance of the KP as a crucial conflict-management tool was underscored by
the fact that other sources of income far more lucrative to the FN were never embargoed
for both political and feasibility reasons (Global Witness 2007).

The FN established a reputation for discipline and fairness, at least in the initial stages
of the rebellion (Balint-Kurti 2007; Engels 2012). Interviews in Tortiya generally
confirmed this. Life carried on, provided one did not create problems for the FN. Artisanal
diamond mining under the FN was subject to significant changes related to individual
commanders’ tenure and ranged from toleration (and taxation) of existing diamond
mining activities to active involvement in the organisation of new mining operations.
However, the extent to which these changes were instigated by local rebel commanders
or were the result of policy changes that came through the FN hierarchy remains
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unclear.9 One thing was clear though: the few remaining buying houses closed down
almost immediately after the 2002 crisis. The last one to leave was a Lebanese buyer,
believing he could no longer conduct his business safely.

A former miner and diamond buyer in Tortiya explained how in the first year of the
rebellion, his parcelle was taken over by others. When he tried to stop this, the miner
was summoned to appear before a FN commander who threatened him with prison.
This commander, called “Chef Adams”, was not responsible for the Tortiya zone, and
was subsequently rebuked by the Tortiya commander. He was later fired for “fouling
the reputation of the FN”, and rumoured to have been killed. This was most likely FN
commander Adama “Adam’s” Coulibaly, who was killed as part of a power struggle for
FN leadership in early 2004 (Galy 2007; Fall 2004; Tra Bi Djè 2004). Other parcelle
owners described how the withdrawal of the government and the arrival of “a new
master on the field” led to the usurpation of their parcelles by their former workers
“who were now turned against us”, or by other “people whom we did not know”. The
FN takeover seems to have attracted “many strangers that came here to work”. A
diamond labourer confirmed that the arrival of the FN scared the parcelle owners. This
former miner’s aristocracy saw a dramatic reversal of fortunes during the crisis: “the rebel-
lion has led to our misery” one said, lamenting that while he used to take monthly trips to
Abidjan, today even visiting neighbouring Niakara is expensive. “We have become poor
[…] and people mock us now”.

Prospective diamond miners knew to contact the FN if they wanted to work in the
mines, and pay a tax to the commander. With the withdrawal of the government,
“there was no more protection for the parcelle owners”, “everyone tried to cheat a
little”, until the FN seems to have imposed its authority and took control. Farmers
would suddenly be confronted with miners on their plantations, claiming that “they’d
bought the parcelle” from the FN. Others reported how the FN allowed or even sponsored
mining in areas that were previously forbidden, for example the airfield or around old
SAREMCI buildings. It is during this time that the sous-prefecture building, part of a
group of SAREMCI office and logistics buildings, partly collapsed due tunnelling activity
underneath. Indeed, the entire town was built on what was at that time (the late-1940s and
early-1950s) considered weakly diamondiferous ground (0.2–0.4 ct/m3), a trade-off
deemed to be acceptable during the early SAREMCI period, whereas in the 1970s the
average production yield had dropped below 0.4 ct/m3. In the 1960s, one villa had to be
demolished, when it turned out to have been constructed on top of a previously
unknown high-grade gully (Malaurent 1991). One diamond buyer mentioned how,
with the disappearance of the government’s authorities there was “a lot more freedom”
during this period, with larger groups of diamond miners (15–20), and a feeling that
mining had been liberalised. However, the liberated feeling of this (then junior)
diamond buyer could very well be explained by the disappearance of most buying
houses, and the relaxed attitude of FN authorities towards mining. Another, more experi-
enced diamond miner referred to the same feeling of freedom that association with the FN
brought: “you are working for them, so you are free to work wherever you want”. While
the FN had the power to give, they could also take away, as in the case of one clando who
had discovered an as yet untouched mining site, only for the FN to take over with a group
of miners working directly for them. For others, mostly experienced buyers and parcelle
owners, “the war spoiled everything [the diamond buying]”. Whether or not this period
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was experienced positively then, seemed largely dependent on a buyer’s personal relation-
ship with the FN. One key local diamond buyer was the main beneficiary. This individual,
frequently cited in UN Group of Experts reports, “gave them [the FN] money whenever
they wanted”, and could protect people from the FN through his influence with them,
such as people that had fled Tortiya when the rebellion started.

The most interesting and state-like (Lund 2016) attempt by the FN to regulate diamond
mining occurred after the first months of the occupation, when diamond miners were told
to register for miner’s cards, similar to the ones issued by the government. The printed red
cards, bearing the name of the Forces Nouvelles de Côte d’Ivoire and its self-styled Police
Minière were issued at a cost of 2.500 FCFA, half the cost of the government cards.
Simple copies of the governmental cards – the name of the parcelle owner was left
blank – the cards also bore the name of the Conseil de Relance Economique as well as
the Direction de la Mobilisation des Ressources Humaines, the first institutional attempt
by the FN to manage its finances. “Dirmob” had three divisions: mines and energy,
cross-border resources, and internal revenue, and was reputed to be controlled by the
IB-faction of the Forces Nouvelles (Balint-Kurti 2007; Africa Confidential 2003). As
part of an internal FN power struggle, the victorious Soro leadership later “constructed
a complex and extensive financial institutional structure in order to shift control over
the northern economy away from Dirmob and IB’s backers”, with the revenue and taxa-
tion portfolio being taken over by the newly formed central taxation authority La Centrale
(Speight 2015, 49–50).

The UN diamond embargo

In response to the UN embargo, the FN responded with an official statement, distancing
them from any illegal mining activities. They blamed their lack of capacity to “stop any
anarchic exploitation”, and explained how they had some trouble containing the enthu-
siasm of their forces, referring to “the complicity of certain military authorities that had
become mining operators by having their own private parcelles” (Traore 2005). What
remains unclear is to what degree FN authorisations were ad hoc and local, rather than
centrally instigated at the behest of La Centrale, its central taxation entity. The head of
La Centrale stated in the past that diamond revenues do not appear on its books
(Balint-Kurti 2007), but FN leader Guillaume Soro confirmed that people were allowed
to continue mining, arguing that asking people to stop mining would be as similar as
asking a peasant to stop farming his land (Powell and Yahya 2006). Either way, diamonds
represented only a modest source of revenue for the FN, with cocoa, coffee, timber and
cotton formed the list of commodities with greater significance (Powell and Yahya 2006).

Nevertheless, mining activities under the FN did not signify a return to 1980s and early
1990s levels of activity. UN Experts monitoring the diamond embargo, assisted by remote
sensing analysis conducted by the European Commission’s Joint Research Centre and the
US Geological Survey on behalf of the Kimberley Process, noted new diamond discoveries
and significant intensification in the Séguéla zone, but no such dramatic intensification
was noted in the Tortiya area. Mining activity was scattered, and “production levels
[…] probably minimal” (United Nations 2009). According to estimates from the KP’s
Working Group of Diamond Experts, Tortiya diamond production could not have sur-
passed 15,000 carats per year10 (Kimberley Process 2006, 2008). In other words, Tortiya
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diamond production during the rebellion continued its gradual decline after peaking in the
1980s. The fundamental cause of this was the declining profitability of the deposits and the
lack of funding, a problem that worsened with the departure of foreign buyers starting in
the mid-1990s. Most buyers pointed at this structural decline, rather than the additional
problems posed by the conflict and the UN embargo, or the FN.

Smuggling conflict diamonds

UN and KP experts have identified several suspected smuggling routes, such as via the
Bamako airport, or more easily by taking advantage of flaws in the internal control
systems of neighbouring KP participants, such as Liberia, Guinea, and Ghana (United
Nations 2008, 2009, 2011). In the case of the limited Tortiya production, the Ghana
route seems most likely, given both the obvious resemblance between Tortiya and Gha-
naian diamonds (Bardet 1974; Markwitz, Hein, and Miller 2016; Gurney et al. 2010), as
well as existing relations between buyers active in both locations. A Tortiya buyer
described how, with difficult passage to Abidjan, it took “a bit of searching to find new
buyers”, but eventually “you do what you want”. He used contacts in Guinea and
Ghana to sell his diamonds: “you buy 5 million in Côte d’Ivoire, 2 million in Ghana”,
then “you mix the diamonds, and the bet is concluded”. In this regard, the Ghana-Côte
d’Ivoire connection was a continuation of one that had existed prior to the conflict,
when Ivoirian and Ghanaian diamonds were smuggled back and forth to take advantage
of price differentials. Hilson and Clifford (2010) have looked in detail at the negative
impact of this conflict diamond connection on the Akwatia diamond town in Ghana,
which appears to have compounded a prior downturn. Like Tortiya, Akwatia was an
industrial diamond mining site, where declining industrial production galvanised a
growing artisanal mining economy, until that too started to decline in the mid-2000s
(Hilson 2008).

Transitioning back to civilian governance: 2011–today

The Ivoirian conflict ended in 2011, in a much more violent fashion than was expected,
when a standoff after the 2010 elections was ultimately resolved by a military victory of
the FN. Prior to this, following the Ouagadougou Political Agreement of 2007, a govern-
ment of national unity was installed, which oversaw the gradual re-unification of the
country. A key aspect of this was the re-deployment of civil servants to the North. In
Tortiya, a new sous-préfet was nominated in September 2007. This individual could not
have accomplished much, instead serving as a symbolic representation of the state in ter-
ritory that remained firmly under the control of the FN. His successor, nominated in April
2009, described how there was not a single piece of paper to be found in the sous-préfecture
when he took over. Although, looking back, he spoke of having had a good relationship
with the FN, there was no mistaking where the actual power lay: the FN retained “strict
control over economic affairs”. Similarly, the returning members of the Direction Départ-
mentale des Mines were also made aware of their powerlessness, for example through pre-
venting or disrupting meetings with diamond miners and buyers, and the presence of FN
soldiers in and around mining sites. A long-serving civil servant put it bluntly: “we had
nothing to say. The FN was managing the clando’s”.
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During this period of cohabitation, the government tried to get a grasp on the diamond
sector. As part of this effort, an ill-conceived plan was concocted in 2009, which involved
hiring a Belgian diamond buyer with previous experience in Côte d’Ivoire, to find foreign
buyers willing to buy Ivoirian diamonds, which would then be stockpiled in Abidjan until
the UN embargo would be lifted. The diamond-buying plan never resulted in anything
tangible, but the entire process, reportedly run out of the Presidency instead of the
mines ministry, raised interesting questions regarding the partition of the gains, with all
diamond production being located in FN territory. Specialised press reports from that
time have highlighted the increasingly cordial personal relations between President
Gbagbo, FN leader Soro, and individuals close to them, such as Charles Blé Goudé and
Wattao, the FN commander in charge of the Séguéla diamond fields (West Africa News-
letter 2010).

Implementing the Kimberley Process

In its efforts to reform the diamond mining sector in accordance with Kimberley Process
standards, a precondition for the lifting of the UN embargo, the Ivoirian government and
its partners11 focused exclusively on the Séguéla diamond fields. While understandable,
given that the bulk of Ivoirian diamond production now originates in the Séguéla area,
the neglect of the Tortiya deposits endured too long. In 2018, four years after the lifting
of the UN embargo, diamond mining in Tortiya remained outside of the Ivoirian KP
system. Nevertheless, even though artisanal diamond mining in Tortiya remains illegal
by default, this did not mean a return to repressive enforcement by the security forces.
As the town’s mayor explained, “nowadays you can walk around with your tamis,12 some-
thing which was impossible back in the day”. However, actual production remains limited.
A diamond buyer who has all but given up the trade, remarked, “people can fend for them-
selves a bit [débrouiller], but it isn’t a real job [anymore]”. The town’s most prominent
diamond buyer now makes the bulk of his income from the trade in cashew nuts and
gold: “if you are into diamond mining now, you will not eat much”. While he was reticent
to speak about his trading activities during the conflict, and had an obvious interest to
minimise his status as the town’s leading illegal diamond buyer, it was clear this was no
longer the man’s daily preoccupation. The few diamonds the area still produces are
either smuggled out of the country or bought by Séguéla-based diamond buyers who
then infiltrate the diamonds in the Ivoirian KP system as originating in Séguéla.

The arrival of Kimberley Process community information sessions marked the begin-
ning of the end of the most overt informal arrangements with local authorities, which
according to one buyer, had allowed the dredging of the Bou riverbed until as recently
as 2014,13 with a compensation per hectare given to the authorities. A government
source confirmed the dredging, clarifying this was organised by someone who had
requested a formal mining authorisation,14 and that the financial backer of this operation
was a former FN official, resulting in non-interference from the authorities, which were
from another prefecture.15 No mining permits would be accorded until 2015, after the
lifting of the UN diamond embargo in April 2014, and even then, this would cause political
headaches as the KP was not yet formally implemented in Tortiya. Meanwhile, one crew of
four artisanal miners, busy washing gravel at a stone’s throw of the town hall, took things
one day at a time: “the government has asked us to stop mining, but everyone just carries
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on”. Comparing the situation to orpaillage sites where governmental authorities frequently
demand their dues, “here we are at ease”.

Future prospects

When I visited the area in May 2016, efforts were underway to construct a headquarters
for the State Mining Development Corporation (SODEMI), which in January 2015 had
been awarded a vast exploration permit covering the majority of the Tortiya deposits.16

Unlike the Séguéla deposits, where formalised mining was undertaken by village coopera-
tives under the SODEMI supervision, mining in Tortiya hitherto occurred on an individ-
ual, entrepreneurial basis. While government officials acknowledged this different
historical legacy, the move towards cooperatives seemed obvious. Correctly interpreting
the SODEMI installation as a prelude to implementation of the Séguéla cooperative
model, some former parcelle owners decided to kickstart this process by setting up their
own cooperative, ready to start mining when the government finally figured out what
to do. The cooperative would “collegially” conduct mining operations.17 According to
the future members – and unlike most diamond mining cooperatives (Blore 2008) –
this would be a true income-pooling, profit-sharing cooperative: “individualism is what
we did in the past, now we want to work together”

As of early 2018, this process is still ongoing: a workshop has been organised to formally
start SODEMI activities,18 and “discussions have started between SODEMI and those who
are interested in working with them”.19 One semi-industrial mining permit had to be
revised after SODEMI was granted the large concession, which seems to have discouraged
the company’s appetite for further activities. A local mining ministry official in Séguéla
recalled how he was contacted by this company, asking what they needed to do to be
KP compliant, as KP implementation in Tortiya remained inexistent.20 Another two
semi-industrial mining permits were accorded in 2015 and 2016, but no actual mining
activities seem to be ongoing in 2018.21 As for SODEMI, enthusiasm for Tortiya
seemed limited. Unlike the Séguéla deposits, which could still result in a “jackpot”, the
Tortiya deposits are comparatively uninteresting, having been “searched and searched”
over the years, with limited geological indices of a sufficiently promising nature.

In the background of this long, drawn-out process of ASM formalisation, the future of
Tortiya has become increasingly agricultural. A veritable boom in anacarde (cashew nuts)
has recently enthused Tortiyans, for whom this crop has quickly developed into a key live-
lihood. The widespread, bottom-up adoption of cashew trees has catapulted Côte d’Ivoire
to the rank of premier global producer in just 20 years (Bassett and Koné 2017). Research
shows the incredible growth of orchards in Tortiya during the 2007–2014 time period
(DeWitt et al. 2017), and cashew farmers proudly proclaim this to be “the cacao of the
north”.

Even though diamond mining remains infused in the town’s DNA, with many farmers
continuing to occasionally mine diamonds, full-time miners have almost exclusively refo-
cused themselves on artisanal gold mining or orpaillage, a pursuit considerably lower in
risk than diamond mining: “Diamond, that’s ‘perhaps’ […] People don’t want
‘perhaps’”, a diamond buyer lamented. Over the past ten years orpaillage has boomed
in Côte d’Ivoire as in the wider subregion (Van Bockstael 2019). A former Tortiya
diamond miner whom I encountered in a gold mining camp near Boundiali, explained
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happily how “gold is 10,000 times easier than diamonds”. Those who remain in Tortiya as
diamond miners are now increasingly seen as some of the poorest, a drastic reversal of
fortunes. An economic review of the municipality found that today’s diamond miners
are among the poorest members of society, a livelihood attracting only those with the
least available alternatives, such as unemployed youth that have not yet migrated to
work in orpaillage zones (PRADD II 2015).

Concluding remarks

The case of Tortiya is in many ways emblematic of Ivoirian artisanal mining policy.
Despite its importance to rural livelihoods it is clear that the artisanal mining sector is con-
sidered a part of the economy that does not merit too much government attention,
unless – as in the case of gold – it threatens (future) industrial mining operations and
ASM policy is dedicated to halting the “blight” of illegal artisanal gold mining, without
any reference to the AMV (Van Bockstael 2019). In the diamond sector, the main
policy objective has been the lifting of the UN diamond embargo and the normalisation
of Côte d’Ivoire’s participation in the KPCS. With this goal achieved in 2014, it became
apparent that, despite a sizeable development intervention22 which offered considerable
technical and financial assistance, further government support to the artisanal diamond
mining sector was not on the horizon, with the abandonment and neglect of Tortiya’s
diamond value chain (technically in violation of the KPCS) as the most obvious
example. Indeed, with the end of the PRADD II project in late 2018 and given the at
times less than enthusiastic cooperation of the Ivoirian government, it is unlikely that a
similarly strong impetus for reform will be encountered in the near to medium term
future.

As for the part of the AMV that relates to industrial mining, the positive reception of
the 2014 Mining Code23 which makes no reference to the AMV nor indeed to any other
international standards or sustainability frameworks, makes it unlikely that the Mining
Code will be adapted or changed in the coming few years, especially with a potentially
troublesome presidential succession in the imminent future (2020). In both the artisanal
and industrial parts of the mining sector, then, Côte d’Ivoire seems determined to go it
alone.

Notes

1. Personal communication, May 2018.
2. Décret n. 75-627 du 18 septembre 1975.
3. In 1984, when a cholera epidemic caused 30 deaths among clandestine diamond miners, the

state daily Fraternité Matin reported that 7,000 inhabitants had been vaccinated out of a
population of 5,000 (Joint Publications Research Service 1984). An interview in Tortiya inde-
pendently mentioned this outbreak, alleging that the health services ran out of vaccines, indi-
cating a much higher population count than expected.

4. Interviews with village elders in the Séguéla area, June 2015.
5. Ministère des Mines 1984. DÉCRET n° 84-1061 du 13 septembre 1984, portant régime de

l’exploitation artisanale et semi-industrielle de l’or et du diamant en Côte d’Ivoire. Journal
Officiel de la République de Côte d’Ivoire, 27 September 1984. Specific regulations were pro-
mulgated in 1985: Ministère des Mines 1985. Arrêté interministériel n° 31 mines./int./md.
du 2 mai 1985, fixant les conditions de prospection et d’exploitation artisanale et semi-
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industrielle de l’or et du diamant. Journal Officiel de la République de Côte d’Ivoire, 2 May
1985.

6. This card, which cost 2.000FCFA in 1990, but later rose in price to 5.000FCFA (there was a
devaluation in 1994), had to be signed by a representative of the Direction des Mines every
quarter to remain valid, which made diamond miners vulnerable to petty corruption when
a check would reveal their annual (!) authorisations had not been verified that quarter.
Somewhat confusingly, today the nomenclature has changed and workers need a carte
d’ouvrier minier, whereas the carte d’exploitant minier now refers to the owner of a
parcelle.

7. Interview with a Peul diamond buyer and an imam, Tortiya, April 2016.
8. Although the establishment and its owner encountered serious problems during the

Ivoirian conflict, and with a serious reduction in the number of guests due to the conflict
and the destruction of the airfield (due to illegal mining), La Paillotte remains open for
business.

9. Due to the risk of war crimes tribunals still present, it proved impossible to find former FN
commanders or soldiers who were prepared to discuss these matters in detail.

10. Between 10,000 and 20,000 carats per year was estimated in 2006, and later revised down-
wards to maximum 15,000 carats.

11. Besides material support and capacity building through providing trainings for Ivoirian civil
servants (e.g. in diamond valuation), an independent consultant was nominated in 2013. The
consultant was based in the Ivoirian KP Secretariat, and the position funded by international
donors.

12. The rudimentary rectangular washing and sorting device, consisting of a rectangular wooden
box with a metal mesh framework to wash away dirt while keeping rocks and potential dia-
monds for later inspection.

13. UN Experts first noted this new exploitation in the beginning of 2011 (United Nations 2011).
14. Which was not delivered, as all mining remained officially halted.
15. The town of Tortiya is seated at a natural border (a river) of the Tortiya sous-prefecture.

With some mining operations occurring across the administrative boundaries, they
become the responsibility of another prefecture and another Mining Directorate. In
practice, this means that mining occurring at a 15 minute walk from the Tortiya
sous-préfecture or mining directorate building might not be in their zone of
responsibility.

16. Décret n° 2015–20 portant attribution d’un permis de recherche minière pour le diamant à la
Société pour le Développement minier de la Côte d’Ivoire (SODEMl) à Tortiya, dans les
départements de Niakaramadougou, Korhogo et Dikodougou. Journal Officiel N° 30 du
lundi 13 avril 2015.

17. Société cooperative des exploitants miniers de Tortiya (SCEMT), Reglement Interieur.
Unpublished document.

18. The concession is set to expire in 2019, although it will obviously be renewed.
19. Pers.comm, Ivoirian KP authority, May 2018.
20. Interview with a Séguéla mines ministry official. Séguéla, June 2016.
21. Personal communications with a number of experts and government officials who have

visited the area since, 2016–2018.
22. The US-EU funded PRADD II project. https://land-links.org/document/program-brief-

pradd-ii/.
23. http://www.industrie.gouv.ci/?page=article&id_actu=1.
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